Exposing ecommerce scams and helping consumers stay informed
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Cure hearing loss via regenerate cochlear hair cells
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Main Report
This report will correspond to the ecommerce scam website and video meant to
advertise the product. I will make timestamps of all questionable claims and false
statements.

In the story we are introduced to a man with severe degenerative
hearing loss named Robert Beiler (43). Robert’s hearing loss made
him have a miserable relationship with his family as he is almost
totally deaf and could not hold meaningful conversation with his wife
or anyone. Robert’s hearing loss was destroying his career and love
life. Fast forward and we are briefed on a hunting trip Robert and his
father took in a Jungle when on vacation. A dramatic scene quickly
unfolds as we are told that Robert’s father is being mauled by a tiger
and is screaming for help. Due to Robert’s hearing loss, he cannot
hear his father’s cries for help. The father is screaming at the top of
his lungs and Robert is no more then five feet away. Robert being
oblivious once again due to his hearing loss. The drama ends as his
father gathers enough strength to push the tiger off him; grab his gun
and fire, The tiger is killed. Robert heard the noise of a faint balloon
pop (which was the gun) showing off how bad his hearing was. He
turned around to find his father laying in a pool of blood and cut up
badly needing medical services.
After the incident while his father is recovering in the hospital, Robert
feels nothing but shame for letting his father down. After his father
recovers he tells him about how bad his hearing is. At the age of only
43 he is near deaf. We then learn the family has Native American
heritage going back to the Navajo tribe followed up with information
about “secret Najavo medical knowledge”. The father claims that the
Najavo had a full cure for hearing loss used to keep hearing sharp for
men that lived in that hunter gatherer society, as they obviously
needed sharp hearing to hunt. Robert follows the ancient medical
advice of “simple home cooked meals” that can cure hearing loss and
soon (within a few weeks) he is 100% cured and hearing sharper
then ever. Afterward Robert’s father breaks ancient oath and publicly
reveals the Navajo remedy to open minded alternative researchers
who stand against big pharma. A small scale clinical trial is ran and
4,392 men and women are enlisted. All of them report drastic hearing
improvement. At the end Clarisil Pro supplements are introduced with
a claim that so far 68,382 people were cured and to buy the product
before big pharma’s lawyers shut down the website. Too bad it's a LIE.

What are hair cells?
In the story the scammers outright claimed to regenerate cochlear hair
cells. The cells are called “hair cells” despite being named that they have
nothing to do with mammalian body hair. Instead they are just microscopic
sensors inside your ear that allow you to hear. For more scientific info on
hair cells, check out this layperson’s friendly guide.
https://www.hearinglink.org/your-hearing/about-hearing/how-the-ear-works/

What’s the problem?
The scammers are claiming to regenerate these hair cells in the cochlea
using Najavo secret remedies that were bundled into supplements.

As current science tells us humans and other mammals do not regenerate
their hair cells. Yet they do regenerate in birds. It is true that certain
scientist are working getting a deep understanding of the inner ear to
manipulate the hair cells to regenerate. But this involves a profound
understanding of the inner ear and cellular biology. Something that is not
going to be found on a shitty ecommerce scam website. You’ll see why on
the following pages.

(and debunking pseudoscience)
Mucuna Pruriens
L-Theanine
Griffonia Simplicifoli
Skullcap
Hawthorn
Basically just an exotic fruit and
plant stuff you put in teas.
Click on each URL to read
about the health benefits from
these teas and fruits. Yes they
do have anxiety reducing
properties and Mucuna may
help a low sex drive but it does
NOT CURE HEARING LOSS or
do anything to repair the inner
ear. The scammers are giving
you legitimate recipes for anxiety
teas and nothing more.

Mucuna Fruit and the MHY1485 protein
I the author don’t know much about the Mucuna fruit and I know
nothing about the MHYI485 protein and it’s role in repairing
cochlear hair cells. But I do know the legit science paper the
scammers cited makes no reference to the fruit. It’s painfully
obviously the scammers at Clarisil Pro are stealing the hard work
of men in women in bio-sciences to sell a scam.

The section below consist of fake testimonials made by the scammers.
Mike F., Oswego New York

No surprise they are out to get you. I was skeptical at
first, but after looking over the research, I decided to
try your formula. Now I'm off that annoying hearing aid
and my life is back to normal. Finally!
Jane R, Texas

I've been waiting for something like this for almost all
my life. This formula is a game changer, thank you for
sharing it. My hearing is better than it ever was
before.
Craig G., Minnesota

I was a bit skeptical about this method at first because I'd
never heard about it before, but I am so glad that I
decided to give it a try. I can finally have a conversation
without asking people to repeat themselves. I got my life
back!
Elaine B

Robert, your father's formula is extraordinary! I stopped
wearing my hearing aid two weeks ago and it keeps
getting better and better. My husband was starting to
have problems with his hearing too and now it's like he's
20 years younger! And he still has one more week to go.
(continued)

James California

Three months ago I had a car accident because of my
hearing problem. Irony has it that it made my hearing
even worse, if possible… I was so scared, I didn't leave
the house until last week, when I started trying your
formula. Now it's like I'm a new man! I can't thank you
enough for it… God bless you!

Peter Austin Texas

Robert, I'm a proud man like you. When I started to go
deaf I was so depressed, I wouldn't even talk to my own
family. They were all telling me it's normal to lose your
hearing when you're 70... but it's damn hard to accept it
when it's happening to you. I didn't think there was any
chance to get my hearing back, but then I saw your video
and I decided to try your formula. It was even better than
what you said: in two weeks my hearing was back. I just
wanted to thank you for making me feel like myself again.
End of Fake Testimonials
Why should you believe me? The question still begs. What if they are legitimate and can
cure hearing loss. What if I am censoring and shilling to prevent you from buying a
cure? Well here’s the thing there are plenty of websites on the internet that have pulled
the EXACT SAME GIMMICK! Previous scams I exposed all claimed to cure hearing
loss and tinnitus. Avoid the Sonus Complete Tinnitus scam Avoid the SharpEar Scam
Avoid the SynapseXT Tinnitus scam Avoid the Volumil Hearing Loss scam
Avoid the Tinnitus Free System Scam Avoid the Clear Sound 911 Scam. Yeah those reports were
all made by me going up against scammers. You can learn more from these resources about tinnitus
scams and how to spot them.

I the author “contrast” state that Clarisil Pro is a scam and urge you not to purchase it.

